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Abstract: There is, in France, a long-term tradition of research in the didactics of mathematics. In this
paper, we revisit this tradition using, as a specific lens, the research carried out on the educational use
of digital tools and resources for teaching and learning mathematics. We first briefly introduce this
tradition and the three main theories at the base of it: the theory of didactical situations, the theory of
conceptual fields, and the anthropological theory of the didactic. Then, considering three different
technological lenses, i.e., dynamic geometry environments, computer algebra systems, and digital
resources, we show how these theories and the long-term connection established in this tradition
with the fields of cognitive ergonomics and computer sciences have influenced technological research
and its outcomes. We also show that, conversely, didactic technological research has led to original
and influential theoretical constructions, such as the instrumental approach and the documentational
approach to didactics, and that it has contributed in a substantial way to the opening of this didactic
tradition to other didactic cultures and other communities, beyond the didactic one.

Keywords: anthropological theory of the didactic; computer algebra system; didactical engineering;
didactic technological research; digital resources; documentational approach to didactics; dynamic
geometry environment; instrumental approach to didactics; theory of conceptual fields; theory of
didactical situations

1. Introduction

There is a long-term tradition of research in the didactics of mathematics in France,
with characteristics that distinguish it from other didactic traditions, even within conti-
nental Europe [1]. The expression Ecole Française de Didactique is regularly used, even
though many researchers around the world have contributed and are contributing to this
tradition, as shown for example by the texts prepared for the thematic afternoon devoted
to the didactic traditions of continental Europe at ICME-13 (International Congress of
Mathematics Education) in 2016 [2,3]. We present, in the second section of this article, the
main features of this French didactic tradition.

In this article, our aim is to approach this tradition using, as a specific lens, the research
carried out on the educational use of digital tools and resources for teaching and learning
mathematics. Didactic research in this area, which we refer to in this article as didactic
technological research (DTR hereafter), developed quite early in France, driven by favorable
institutional conditions such as the rapid inclusion of calculators and mathematics software
in curricula and curricular documents, as well as the early acceptance of calculators in
national examinations, particularly the baccalauréat, which concludes secondary education
and opens access to university. As we shall show, research in this field has been nourished
by this didactic tradition and has nourished it in return, leading to original and influential
theoretical constructions, such as the instrumental approach [4] and the documentational
approach to didactics [5]. This is why we consider it a good lens through which to approach
this tradition.
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This lens also allows us to show the importance of interactions with other communities
in the development of this tradition, i.e., other didactic communities of course, but also com-
munities outside the didactic field. For DTR, two such communities have been especially
influential, that of computer scientists working in the area of EIAO (initially Enseignement
Intelligemment Assisté par Ordinateur, and then Environnements Interactifs Assistés par Or-
dinateur—Interactive Environments Assisted by Computer; this community today uses
the acronym EIAH (Environnements Informatiques pour l’Apprentissage humain—Computer
Environments for Human Learning)) and that of researchers in cognitive ergonomics. As
shown by the special issue of the journal Recherches en Didactique des Mathématiques pub-
lished in 1994 [6], collaboration with the EIAO community was initiated early and, thanks
to it, emblematic projects emerged from the 1980s onward, as for instance the Cabri-géomètre
and Aplusix projects presented in [6] and still active today. Connections with the field of
cognitive ergonomics also have a long history in the French didactic tradition, not limited
to DTR. They were established as early as the 1980s, within the framework of a Didactic
Research Group created by the CNRS (Centre National de Recherche Scientifique—National
Center for Scientific Research) [7]. We show the essential role this connection played in the
development of the instrumental and documentational approaches to didactics.

We address DTR by successively using three different technological lenses: dynamic
geometry environments (DGE), calculators and computer algebra systems (CAS), and digi-
tal resources. These offer complementary perspectives on this tradition. In the third section,
devoted to DGE, we focus on software emblematic of this area whose development began
in the 1980s, initially named Cabri-Géomètre and then Cabri in its further versions. This
enables us to show the influence on the associated DTR of the Theory of Didactic Situations
(TDS) [8], one of the bases of this tradition [2], as well as the role of interactions among
didacticians, mathematicians, and computer scientists. In the fourth section, addressing
calculators and CAS allows us to look at the French didactic tradition through the de-
velopment of the instrumental approach that emerged in this context in the mid-1990s,
before being extended to other technologies such as spreadsheet, dynamic geometry, and
online tutorials and resources. This lens allows us to show the influence of the connection
mentioned above with researchers in cognitive ergonomics, as well as the roles played in
the development of the instrumental approach by the Theory of Conceptual Fields (TCF) [9]
and the Anthropological Theory of the Didactic (ATD) [10], the two other theoretical bases of
the French didactic tradition [2]. The extension of the instrumental approach to consider
the teacher also makes it possible to point out the role played in DTR and this tradition by
more recent theoretical approaches, such as the dual ergonomic and didactic approach to
teaching practices initiated by Robert and Rogalski [2,11]. In the fifth section, broadening
the perspective, we lastly use the lens of digital resources. With this lens, a new theoretical
construction enters the scene: the documentational approach to didactics. It emerged only
about 10 years ago in the French didactic tradition, also motivated by technological evolu-
tion, and it can be viewed as an extension of the instrumental approach. It has been the
source of new and promising connections, likely to enrich this tradition. Lastly, in the final
section, we come back to the main ideas developed throughout the article, regarding how
the French didactic tradition has influenced the DTR developed within it and contributed
to its originality and productivity, as well as how, in return, DTR has contributed and is
contributing to the dynamics of this tradition and its openness to other didactic cultures
and to other communities as well. We also examine the potential and limitations of this
particular lens to approach this tradition.

2. The French Didactic Tradition: Some Important Characteristics

Before using the three lenses described in the introduction, we now briefly introduce
this tradition and some of its important characteristics. A first characteristic is the central
place given to mathematics itself and its epistemology. This characteristic, as shown by
research in the history of education (see, for example, [12]), has its origins in the historical
involvement of mathematicians in educational matters, a commitment which was already
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evident at the time of the French Revolution and which has continued up to the present
day, particularly thanks to the existence of the IREM network (Institut de Recherche sur
l’Enseignement des Mathématiques—Research Institute on Mathematics Teaching) created in
the context of the New Math reform. As explained in [2,13], in these university institutes
close to mathematics departments, mathematicians, didacticians, teachers, and teacher
educators work collaboratively. Didactic research emerged in the IREMs, and, for 50 years
now, they have been feeding it with problems and have disseminated its results through the
professional development activities they organize for teachers and through their different
publications. They also play an essential role in the interaction between theory and practice
through the action research projects they carry out. They have enabled didactic research to
develop in close interaction between researchers and teachers, as well as in close contact
with the reality of classrooms, which is well reflected in the importance given in this
tradition to didactic engineering [14].

Another characteristic of this French didactic tradition is that, from its emergence, while
building connections with other scientific fields—initially mainly mathematics and psychology,
and then many others—it has aimed at constituting the didactics of mathematics as a genuine
scientific field, structured by its proper questions, theories, and methodologies. Moreover, in
a context marked by the disillusionment caused by the New Math reform, priority has been
given to research aimed at understanding the interwoven and complex processes of teaching
and learning, as well as the functioning of the didactic systems that shape them, as expressed
in the following quotation from Brousseau ([13], p. 228):

«Avant de chercher à influencer l’enseignement, il convient d’abord de l’observer et de le
comprendre en n’agissant que de façon limitée, contrôlée a priori par des connaissances scientifiques
et a posteriori par des expériences reproductibles.» (Before seeking to influence teaching, it is
first necessary to observe and understand it by acting only in a limited way, controlled a
priori by scientific knowledge and a posteriori by reproducible experiments (translation by
the authors)).

The aim was, thus, to build solid foundations for this new scientific field, both con-
ceptually and methodologically. Conceptually, this tradition was built up around three
theories: the TCF and the TDS, due to Vergnaud and Brousseau, respectively, generally
considered as the two founding fathers of the French didactics [2,7], and the Theory of Di-
dactic Transposition due to Chevallard [15], later extended by him into the ATD. We cannot
go into a detailed presentation of these three theories in this article. In this section, we only
provide a brief introduction. It is complemented in the following sections, depending on
the issues addressed and the research works mentioned.

The perspective offered by the TCF is of a cognitive and developmental nature, and it
is directly inspired by Piaget’s cognitive epistemology (Vergnaud was a doctoral student
of Piaget) [9]. It takes up and reworks the Piagetian concept of scheme, within a dialectic
vision of the interaction between schemes and situations. More precisely, Vergnaud defines
a scheme as the invariant organization of action for a class of situations and distinguishes
in it four components: goals, subgoals, and anticipations; rules of action; operational
invariants (concepts in action or theorems in actions); possibilities of inferences. Vergnaud
also introduces the concept of a conceptual field defined as a “set of situations and a set
of concepts tied together” ([9], p. 86). Conceptual fields, for example, the additive and
multiplicative conceptual fields, which Vergnaud studied extensively, constitute for him
the relevant unit for approaching and understanding the processes of conceptualization
and learning. He also insists on the distinction that must be made between two forms of
knowledge, operational knowledge that makes it possible to act and predicative knowledge that
makes it possible to formulate and justify action.

While influenced by Piagetian epistemology and its vision of learning as a process of
adaptation, Brousseau’s project was different [2]: to found a genuine experimental epistemol-
ogy of mathematics on the basis of the construction of situations able to make mathematical
knowledge emerge from autonomous students’ interactions with their environment in the
social context of classrooms and from the observation and analysis of classroom implementa-
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tions. The central object here is, therefore, not the cognitive subject, i.e., the pupil or student,
but the situations organizing the relationship of such subjects with mathematical knowledge
and its raisons d’être. Key constructs are, thus, those of an adidactic situation and milieu. The
concept of an adidactic situation models such situations in which students would develop
their knowledge autonomously without trying to guess the didactic intention of the teacher.
The concept of a milieu models the environment with which they interact and provides them
with objective feedback. It may comprise informative texts, material objects, and digital tools,
as well as other students, collaborating or competing. The COREM (Centre pour l’Observation
et la Recherche sur l’Enseignement des Mathématiques—Center for observation and research
on mathematics teaching), created in 1972, and the Michelet primary school attached to
it have played a decisive role in the development of this project over 25 years. This role
is attested by emblematic works of didactic engineering such as the one associated with
the extension of the field of numbers, from whole numbers toward rational and decimal
numbers [16]. The key concepts of the TDS emerged and were consolidated thanks to the
COREM activities, not only those mentioned above, but also many others. The reader not
familiar with this theory can find a detailed introduction to TDS and its main concepts
in the AMOR (Awardees Multimedia Online Resources) unit devoted to Guy Brousseau
(https://www.mathunion.org/icmi/awards/amor/guy-brousseau-unit/, accessed on 13
March 2021). AMOR is a project launched by the ICMI (International Commission on Mathe-
matical Instruction) to make the influential research of ICMI awardees widely accessible.

With the theory of didactic transposition [15], in the early 1980s, an ecological ques-
tioning of the mathematical knowledge taught emerged, focusing on the sources of this
knowledge and the successive transformations it undergoes, from the moment the deci-
sion is taken to include it in a curriculum to its implementation in classrooms. ATD then
broadened the perspective by placing at the center of the analysis the diverse institutions,
institutional positions, and institutional relationships with knowledge at stake and how
these condition and constrain what is taught and, therefore, what students ultimately
have the possibility to learn or not. To this end, new concepts were introduced, notably
the concept of praxeology and the scale of didactic codeterminacy. The concept of praxeol-
ogy is intended to propose a general model of human practices. It is made of a praxis
block (a type of task and a technique for solving it) and a logos block (a “technological”
(i.e., its ATD etymological meaning of logos on the technique) discourse explaining and
justifying the technique, and a more general discourse, a theory, supporting the techno-
logical discourse). These blocks are in dialectic interaction, and the concept is used for
analyzing both mathematical and didactical practices. The scale of didactic codeterminacy
accounts for the different levels of conditions and constraints shaping mathematical and
didactical praxeologies, as well as the interactions between these, from those situated
at the level of a mathematical question or topic to those resulting from our condition
as human beings. It currently comprises 10 levels: topics or questions, themes, sectors,
domains, disciplines, pedagogies, schools, societies, civilizations, and humanity. Once
again, detailed information can be found in the AMOR unit devoted to Yves Chevallard
(https://www.mathunion.org/icmi/awards/amor/yves-chevallard-unit/, accessed on
13 March 2021). However schematic, this presentation makes clear that these three theo-
ries offer different perspectives for approaching the complexity of teaching and learning
processes. Gradually, French didacticians have learned to play productively on their com-
plementarity in their research work, as we show in the upcoming sections. Over the years,
research within this tradition has, of course, evolved. The issues addressed have become
more diverse, for instance, paying increasing attention to teachers, their preparation and
professional development, their practices, and their resources. The diversity of methodolo-
gies and theoretical constructions has also increased, but the characteristics outlined above
remain at the forefront of this tradition, as does the role played by these three theories,
which are themselves constantly being reworked and enriched. As made clear by the survey
prepared for ICME-13 [3] and the contributions of researchers from Germany, Italy, Mexico,
and Tunisia to the thematic afternoon [2], the French didactic tradition has disseminated
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all over the world, particularly in Europe and in the Francophone space, as well as in Latin
America and some Asiatic countries. In return, it has benefitted from these exchanges with
other didactic traditions and approaches, in addition to other educational cultures. These
have enriched the French tradition as we show in the next sections, and they have also
contributed to its opening to problématiques such as multilinguism and ethnomathematics.

3. A Tradition Seen through the Lens of Dynamic Geometry

As announced, in this section, we use the lens of research concerning dynamic geome-
try environments (DGE) to approach the French didactic tradition, particularly research
with/about Cabri-géomètre and Cabri [17]. Like any lens, this one is reductive. Even in its
beginnings, DTR carried out in France was not limited to geometry. Early on, for instance,
in the IREM network, DTR began to develop on the teaching and learning of calculus
at high-school and university levels with calculators. In the field of geometry itself, re-
search and development activities were diverse, focusing on the didactic use of the Logo
language or of the Euclide software derived from it, on the development of the Geoplan
and Geospace software, which have long been used in secondary education, and even on
software designed to assist the elaboration of mathematical proofs as was the case for DEFI
and MENTONIEZ [6,13]. The Cabri adventure is, however, singular, for its pioneering
character (Cabri-Géomètre and Sketchpad were the first two DGEs), its longevity, and its
international expansion [17].

Cabri-géomètre was developed by Jean-Marie Laborde, a researcher in theoretical
computer science and graph theory at the IMAG (Institut de Mathématiques Appliquées de
Grenoble—Institute of Applied Mathematics of Grenoble), from the Cabri software (Cabri
standing for “Cahier de Brouillon Informatique” in French, i.e., “Digital Draft Notebook” in
English) created for research in graph theory. From the outset, this development has closely
associated computer scientists, mathematicians, and didacticians within the IMAG. This
DGE was seen as a medium for creating adidactic milieux allowing students to make sense
of the idea of a geometric figure, to explore geometrical configurations, conjecture their
properties, and test these conjectures through their interactions with it. The TDS concepts of
adidactic situation and milieu, already introduced, as well as that of didactic variable, were at
the heart of this interaction between didactics and computer science. The didactic variables
of a situation are those, in the hands of its designer or user, which are likely to influence
the cost and efficiency of solving strategies.

The often-quoted article [18] by Laborde and Capponi is a good illustration. Drawing
on existing research in the didactics of geometry, especially the distinction between drawing
and geometric figure (“the geometrical figure is a geometrical object described by the text
defining it, as an idea, a mental construction, while a drawing is a representation of it.” ([18],
p. 168) (authors’ translation)), which is crucial for the conceptualization of the notion of a
geometric figure [19], the authors first show the limits of the paper and pencil environment
and of the tasks usually proposed to students to make sense of this distinction. They then
make the hypothesis, on the basis of an a priori analysis of Cabri-géomètre, that this software
makes it possible to overcome these limitations. Their argument is that Cabri-géomètre
offers both drawing commands (creation of a point, a line, or a circle, for example) and
geometrical construction commands (constructing the perpendicular to a line passing
through a point, for example) and the possibility of invalidating drawings, visually looking
satisfactory but not constructed properly, thanks to the dragging command. In appropriate
situations, Cabri-géomètre feedback should, thus, allow students to achieve this distinction
and to do so in a-didactic mode, i.e., without relying on the teacher’s help or judgment.

This requires the design of appropriate situations. The authors describe one example
in great detail. In it, students are asked to construct a line parallel to a given line (D)
and passing through a point P outside it. In such a situation, the choice of the command
allowed is an important didactic variable. Here, the command menus have been drastically
reduced (an essential possibility offered by this software). In the “Construction” menu, for
instance, the commands “Point on object”, “Intersection of two objects”, “Symmetric point
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with respect to a line or to a point”, and “Angle bisector”, only, are accessible. In addition,
the line (D) has been created with the “Basic line” command of the “Creation” menu, which
makes it possible to create a line passing through a single point. Their motivation is to
prevent a blind iteration of the symmetry commands from two points on the line making
appear by chance a point perceptually located on the parallel asked for. In their a priori
analysis of this situation, the authors explain how these choices were made to create an
antagonist adidactic milieu, in the sense of TDS, and what effects they anticipate from these
choices. Then, analyzing in detail the students’ procedures in two grade 8 classes, which
the Session Journal command makes possible, they confirm the potentialities identified in
the a priori analysis. The students begin with constructions using drawing commands; for
example, they create a basic line passing through P and perceptually adjust its orientation
to make it parallel to (D). These first constructions do not resist dragging; however, thanks
to their interaction with the software and their interpretation of perceptual feedback, all
students eventually produce, without external help, correct geometrical constructions. The
two constructions presented in Figure 1 are the dominant ones. The authors also identify
unexpected procedures combining drawing and construction commands, for example,
when students create a basic line and turn it to make it perceptually perpendicular to (D),
then construct the symmetry of P with respect to this line, to determine the parallel looked
for. The authors also observe that geometry can emerge as a means of reproducing or
explaining visual effects, in the face of unexpected visual phenomena produced by their
actions, for example, by a combinatorial game with commands of the menu. According
to the authors, this opens up a new way, in which “learning geometry in its early stages
would consist of learning to control the relationships between the visual and the geometric”
(ibid., p. 205, our translation), playing on the dialectic between the visual and the geometric
instead of opposing them.
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Over the following decades, the research and development activities carried out at the
IMAG around Cabri-géomètre and then Cabri II, Cabri II Plus, and Cabri 3D have continued to
be based on this vision of DGE as a medium for creating adidactic milieus and on the design
of didactic engineering supported by TDS. These activities have made clear that the full
exploitation of the didactic potential of this software, and more generally of DGE, required
the creation of situations without equivalents in the paper-and-pencil environment. The
famous “black-box” situations, where students have to discover what is hidden behind a
geometric object, construction, or transformation created with the software, are excellent
examples. However, teachers do not easily imagine or use such situations when they try
to exploit DGE. A long learning process is necessary, as shown for instance by the 3 year
project described in [20].
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The international success encountered by Cabri-géomètre and its successors has also
been the source of fruitful collaborations where the TDS has been combined with other
theoretical approaches, particularly the semiotic approaches developed by Italian didacti-
cians. The study in [21] is a good example in which TDS was combined with the theory of
semiotic mediation to explore the potential offered by Cabri for introducing the concept of
function in a co-variational perspective, using a didactic engineering methodology.

These international collaborations have also revealed an underestimated complexity
underlying the dragging command. For instance, Healy [22] showed the heuristic power
of what she called “soft constructions”, fulfilling only part of the requested geometrical
constraints. Arzarello and his colleagues [23] distinguished seven different types of dragging:
dragging test, wandering dragging, bounded dragging, guided dragging, dummy locus
dragging, line dragging, and linked dragging. Researchers also progressively discovered
that making sense of dragging is not obvious at all for students. It requires a specific and
often long-term learning process, highly dependent on students’ geometrical knowledge,
especially with regard to the goals assigned to dragging and the interpretation of its effects.
This was highlighted by the MAGI project (Mieux Apprendre la Géométrie avec l’Informatique—
Better Learning Geometry with Software), which started in 2003, focused on the teaching
and learning of geometry in primary schools and at the beginning of middle school in
France with the software Cabri II Plus [24]. In this project, a new theoretical ingredient was
incorporated: the instrumental approach. It helped understand the complexity and take it
better into consideration in the design of tasks and their progression, as shown in module
6 of the Artigue unit of the ICMI AMOR project mentioned in Section 2, devoted to the
extension of the instrumental approach to dynamic geometry (https://www.mathunion.org/
icmi/awards/amor/michele-artigue-unit, accessed on 13 March 2021). It is precisely this
instrumental approach that we examine in the next section.

4. A Tradition Seen through the Lens of Calculators and Computer Algebra Systems

This section proposes a view on the French tradition of research through the lens of
calculators and computer algebra systems (CAS). Calculators and CAS constitute indeed
different tools, but the technological evolution led them to, in a certain sense, converge
toward handheld computing tools. From 1980, calculators became more and more complex,
from scientific calculators, to graphic ones, and then to “symbolic” ones, i.e., integrating
a CAS [25]; meanwhile some CAS, such as DERIVE [26], were integrated in smaller and
smaller platforms. The use, by the students, of these platforms revealed complex phe-
nomena. Their didactical analysis led to the emergence of a new theoretical approach,
the instrumental approach to didactics, which we present in the first subsection. This
approach developed through bringing together other theoretical frameworks and through
applying it to other technological environments. We describe this evolution in the second
subsection. After focusing on students’ learning, the dynamics of didactical studies led
to the teacher being taken into account, under different perspectives; we examine this
theoretical evolution in the third subsection.

Calculators were often introduced in classrooms by the students themselves. Students’
habit of using calculators (their own property), often without the teacher’s monitoring, led
to new didactical phenomena (Figure 2), going against optimistic assumptions of tools that
would naturally support learning and evidencing the complexity of mathematics learning
in complex technological environments. The provision of powerful tools such as CAS,
integrating functionalities of graphical representation and of both numerical and formal
computation, does not necessarily facilitate conceptualization. Analyzing these phenomena
required specific experimental research that was supported by the French Ministry of
Education. Several IREMs and laboratories of research mobilized to study the process of
integration of CAS and of symbolic calculators in ordinary high-school classrooms [27].
This research drew attention to the influence of images on conceptualization [28] and to
a range of phenomena well described by Artigue [2]. She combined, for her analysis, the
ATD (for thinking about the social and institutional conditions of technological integration),

https://www.mathunion.org/icmi/awards/amor/michele-artigue-unit
https://www.mathunion.org/icmi/awards/amor/michele-artigue-unit
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the TDS (for thinking about the design of situations taking advantage of tools), and the
computational transposition, introduced by Balacheff [29], for modeling the distance between
a mathematical entity and the way it is represented by a tool. This research indicated the
need for rethinking the link between the technical and the conceptual dimensions of tasks.
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As soon as it was introduced [32,33], this approach, in line with previous interactions
between mathematics didactics and cognitive ergonomics (§ 2), spread quite widely in the
community of researchers of the domain, giving means for examining the role of calculators
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A posteriori, it appeared that we missed theoretical tools for further questioning this
link. The so-called instrumental approach, emerging after 1990 in the field of cognitive
ergonomics in France [30] and at an international level [31], made available such tools.
Rabardel was a student of Vergnaud, and he retained, for developing this frame, some
essential features of the TCF, particularly the duality scheme/class of situations (see
Section 2), facilitating its appropriation by the community of didactics of mathematics.
This approach is based on a double dialectic:

• An artefact/instrument dialectic: each artefact, defined as a product and means of
human activity, is engaged by the subject in the course of their situated activity; the
instrument is developed, from this artefact, by the subject. It is defined as a hybrid
entity, composed of the part of the artefact actually used and the scheme of use;

• An instrumentation/instrumentalization dialectic: instrumentation is the process by
which the use of the artefact influences the activity of the subject; instrumentalization
is the process by which the subject adapts/enriches the artefact to make it more
efficient and more suited to their needs.

The process of developing an artefact into an instrument, called instrumental genesis,
combines instrumentation and instrumentalization.

As soon as it was introduced [32,33], this approach, in line with previous interactions
between mathematics didactics and cognitive ergonomics (§ 2), spread quite widely in the
community of researchers of the domain, giving means for examining the role of calculators
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and CAS for mathematics learning. Using this approach, Defouad’s thesis [34] investigated
the links between mathematical and technical knowledge during the instrumental genesis;
Trouche’s thesis [35] investigated the interactions between instrumentation and conceptu-
alization processes. This approach did not develop in isolation, but in symbiosis with the
structuring frames of the French didactics, i.e., the TCF of course, but also the ATD, for
taking into account the institutional constraints of the instrumental geneses (the case of
Defouad’s thesis), and the TDS, for thinking about the didactic situations feeding these
geneses (the case of Trouche’s thesis). This theoretical development was also the occasion
to deepen the interactions with the semiotic approach [36] and the EIAH domain [37].

This approach applied also beyond the original domain of CAS, for example, to
the domain of dynamic geometry (see the MAGI project mentioned above and [38]) or
spreadsheet [39], both technologies integrated in the French curriculum since the end of
the 20th century. The fact that DTR, in France, went across the community of didactics of
mathematics, more particularly the laboratories more advanced in this domain (Grenoble,
Montpellier, and Paris), favored the circulation of the instrumental approach and its
extension. The summer school of didactics of mathematics, in 1997, was an important
milestone from this point of view, with a topic dedicated to DTR, organized around a
lecture of Rabardel [40] presenting the instrumental approach, and two courses, concerning
the research on CAS [41] and Dynamic Geometry [42]. A technical reason for the focus
on these tools was the fact that symbolic calculators integrated, in addition to a CAS, a
spreadsheet and a DGE (e.g., TI-92 from Texas Instruments, integrating Cabri-géomètre),
leading to joint research; thus, the European French speaking conference, held in 1998,
was the occasion of bringing together the studies concerning the so-called “symbolic and
geometric calculators” [43].

From the research organized during this period (1990–2000), thanks to the fertilization
of the traditional frameworks of mathematics didactics by the instrumental approach, some
major results emerged. Among them, emerged the complexity of instrumental geneses and
their specific mathematical needs, the double function, both epistemic and pragmatic, of
techniques in learning processes, and the imbalance between these functions generated by
the ordinary use of calculators and CAS, the status of instrumented techniques, the prob-
lems arising from their connection with paper/pencil techniques, and their institutional
management ([44], p. 252). This research also produced a diversity of didactic engineering
products likely to help teaching practices benefit from these results. These evolutions were
not of course restricted to the French community; the book edited by Guin, Ruthven and
Trouche [45], analyzing the process of “turning a computational device into a mathematical
instrument”, and the book issued from the ICMI study on technology and mathematics
education [46] witness the dissemination of this approach at an international level.

The following period (2000–2010) was the site of convergent developments. The liter-
ature review (1994–1998) by Lagrange et al. [47] revealed the evolutions underway at the
international level at the end of the last century, particularly the critical role of the teacher in
supporting the integration of various artefacts in the classroom. Beyond just DTR, this interest
in the teacher appears clearly in the French community of mathematics didactics, through the
reflection on the teacher’s figure [48], the analysis of their activity [49], or the double approach,
didactic and ergonomic, of teacher practices [11]. This last approach, based on Activity Theory,
expresses, as does the instrumental approach, the productivity of interactions between the
communities of cognitive ergonomics and mathematics didactics. In this approach, teachers’
practices are seen as coherent and stable objects that can be described through five compo-
nents: cognitive, mediative, societal, institutional, and personal. The cognitive and mediative
components regard the organization of tasks and the teacher–student interactions in their
implementation, respectively. They are the main components. The three others correspond to
different types of determinations of these two components.

The technological integration processes are then conceived in a double dimension,
with the teachers appropriating artefacts for themselves and supporting their appropriation
by the students. The awareness of this duality led to different conceptualizations:
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• That of instrumental orchestrations, defined by Trouche [50] and further developed in a
joint work with Drijvers [51] as “the systematic arrangement by an intentional agent
of the elements (artefacts and humans) of an environment in order to implement a
didactical situation”, taking up the notion of “didactical exploitation scenario” already
introduced by Chevallard [48];

• That of double didactic and mathematical genesis [52], expressing the fact that, for a
teacher and a given digital artefact, two instrumental geneses take place, the first one
transforming it into a mathematical instrument and the second one transforming it
into a didactical instrument;

• That of genesis of technology uses by teachers [53], taking account of the fact that the
teacher’s activity combines the use of diverse artefacts, digital or not, as well as
the fact, in line with the double approach mentioned above, that the analysis of
teachers’ instrumented practices cannot be isolated from a more global approach to
their practices.

These conceptualizations emerged in the thread of different DTR projects, e.g., the
Ile-de-France region project, dedicated to the use by mathematics teachers and students
of online resources [54], the SFoDEM project, dedicated to teacher education for, and, in
using technologies [55], and the GUPTEn project [56] dedicated to the study of teachers’
professional geneses of technologies. These projects are emblematic of the development of
the Internet and of the usage, by the students, as well as by the teachers, of online resources.
They announce the development of theoretical frameworks to come, focusing on the notion
of resources, our next lens. Sokhna’s thesis [57], dedicated to the instrumental geneses of
pedagogical resources, is part of this movement.

Throughout this lens of calculators and CAS, we see more directly at work (compared
to the previous lens of DGE), the contributions of the TCF and the ATD, two distant
theories but yet productively combined by researchers, once some tensions were overcome.
For instance, researchers had to clarify the relationships between schemes (in TCF) and
techniques (in ATD), which generated many discussions (see, for instance, [58] and [59]).
From this lens, we also see more clearly the place taken by research on teacher professional
development in DTR, and a connection with this research was undoubtedly facilitated by
the links constituted in this period between the fields of cognitive ergonomics and didactics,
through both the instrumental approach and the double approach.

5. A Tradition Seen through the Lens of Digital Resources

This section proposes another view on the French tradition of research through the
lens of digital resources and the Internet. We first examine the emergence, in the thread
of the instrumental approach, of a new theoretical approach, the so-called documenta-
tional approach to didactics (DAD); then, we present some further developments, both
methodological and theoretical; last, we underline some conditions which have favored
such developments.

The development of the Internet resulted in the profusion of online resources and the
development of new forms of communication. It led to new phenomena, among them
the emergence of online teachers’ associations, designing and sharing, at a very large
scale, teaching resources (the French Sésamath association (https://www.sesamath.net/,
accessed on 13 March 2021) appearing emblematic of this evolution; see [60]). This led to a
question of how to rethink, under these conditions, teacher professional development.

As explained in [61], conceptual advances came from encounters with different the-
oretical proposals. Jill Adler’s proposition [62] to think of a resource as everything that
re-sources or that has the potential to re-source the teacher’s activity undoubtedly played a
decisive role (the fact that the wordplay around “re-sourcing” can be understood in both
English and French languages was also indeed important). The EIAH community [63]
helped also to conceptualize the notion of resources interrelated with the notion of learning
environment, as well as the Pedauque pluridisciplinary network [64], gathering computer
scientists, psychologists, sociologists, and information architects proposing the notion

https://www.sesamath.net/
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of document as something bearing an intention and both informing and resulting from a
socially situated human activity. It led, in the conceptualization to come (see below), the
choice of the word “document” for naming the result of the teachers’ interactions with
resources during their activity for facing a class of situations.

Conceptual advances came also from the internal dynamics of the community of
mathematics didactics. As in the case of the instrumental approach, a summer school of
mathematics didactics, that of 2007, helped to crystallize a first model. One of its themes
was devoted to studying the following question: “What is a document in mathematics
education?” The work on this theme was structured by three contributions. The first came,
as in 1999, from the cognitive ergonomics community; Viviane Folcher [65] proposed a
reflection on “Design for use, design in use: which resources for which activities?” The
two other contributions came from mathematics didactics: Gueudet and Trouche [66],
conceptualizing mathematics teachers document systems, and Margolinas and Wozniak [67],
analyzing the place of documents in the development of mathematics education. The
Folcher and Gueudet–Trouche contributions were situated in the thread of the instrumental
approach, while Margolinas and Wozniak combined the ATD and TDS frameworks. The
different contributions share the same sensitivity to institutional constraints and collective
aspects, to the diversity of times and places of teacher work, and to the long-term of
resource development.

Gueudet and Trouche proposed the emerging DAD model, which, fundamentally,
substitutes the resource–document dialectics to the artefact–instrument dialectics proposed
by the instrumental approach. The DAD model retains essential traces of the instrumental
approach model, particularly the instrumentation–instrumentalization dialectics, and the
notion of genesis, but analyzes teachers’ activity through the lens of their interactions with
resources. Throughout the course of teachers’ situated activity, fed by the resources they
use/design, documentational geneses develop and result in documents; these are hybrid
entities made of resources updated/recombined and of schemes of usage. Each document
comprises a mathematical and a didactical component, strongly intertwined.

Gueudet and Trouche [68] illustrate this approach through the case of a teacher
addressing the situation “introducing the formula for area of a parallelogram for grade
7” (the paperboard extract in Figure 3 corresponds to that situation; during the previous
session, the teacher proposed to her students a task that would provide evidence for this
formula). She drew on a set of resources for this situation and developed a document. Two
aspects of the data indicate here a regularity:

• For many different mathematical contents, she prepared lesson frames comprising
texts with empty slots, particularly when a new formula is presented;

• She reported that she had taught the same lesson for 3 years, using word processing
software, several websites, the digital textbook, the interactive whiteboard, and a
paper form to be filled in by students.

The material aspect of the document resulting from this genesis is a file prepared
for the whiteboard and a paper sheet to be filled in by each student. Its mathematical
component comprises the area formula and the computation of areas in several cases. Its
didactical component lies in the organization of a classroom discussion allowing the teacher
to write the missing elements of the formula on the whiteboard, while the students do
the same on their paper form and then apply the formula in direct application exercises
(Figure 3) and finally in more complicated cases. We can infer, not only from one lesson,
but from the regularity of this teacher’s work when facing the same class of situations,
some components of the corresponding scheme: action rules, such as “propose a text with
empty slots” (general rules) or “propose different positions of the parallelogram and of
the heights” (specific rules), and operational invariants, such as “students understand and
memorize better a formula when a class discussion is organized before the teacher writes
the formula on the board” (general operational invariants) or “the side-horizontal and
height-vertical associations must be avoided” (specific operational invariants).
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The instrumental and documentational models seem, thus, to be close (see [69] for a
contrasting view), but they nevertheless differ practically on three essential points:

• The DAD develops a holistic point of view on the teacher’s work, embracing not only
some predominant artefacts, but all the resources in this work: material and symbolic;
coming from Internet, as well as from the interactions with colleagues or students;
resources already “there” or collected for addressing a new issue. These views lead to
the productive notion of resource system embracing the diversity of resources a teacher
interacts with;

• It recognizes as essential the process of instrumentalization, considering that adopting
a resource is always adapting it (whereas it was not, at the beginning at least, the case
in the instrumental approach, as the adaptation of environments such as CAS was
not so obvious). In the documentational approach, the processes of usage and design
appear as intrinsically linked, as announced by the seminal lecture by Folcher [65];

• Lastly, the DAD is interested in “ordinary” classes, trying to take into account, as
much as possible, the institutional conditions constraining teacher activity.

The needs, which arose from applying this approach to a diversity of contexts, led to
methodological and theoretical improvements.

The methodological improvements resulted from the need to follow teachers’ inter-
actions with resources, termed teachers’ documentation work, over quite a long period
of time, in each place where this work occurred (in classrooms, as well at home, or when
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meeting colleagues informally). The need for having access, as much as possible, to teacher
documentation work led to the development of a “reflective investigation methodology”,
giving a major role to the teacher’s involvement in the data collection strategy. Various
methodological tools were developed in this perspective (see [70] for a retrospective anal-
ysis), such as logbooks, teachers’ mapping of their resource systems, or protocols for
following up teachers over a given mathematics topic.

The theoretical improvements are of course linked to the methodological ones, oc-
curring particularly throughout different PhD studies, e.g., Sabra’s work [71], leading
to a deepening of the methodological contract to be developed between a teacher and a
researcher aiming to understand her documentation work, Hammond’s work [72], leading
to distinguishing between mother resources, feeding teacher documentation work, and
daughter resources, resulting from teacher documentation work, or Rocha’s work [73],
modeling teacher professional development in terms of the notion of teacher’s documen-
tational trajectory. It should be noted that, throughout the development of DAD, the
collective aspect of teacher work, present from the emergence of the approach [74], took
a bigger and bigger place [75], due to new forms of teachers’ interactions entailed by the
development of the Internet.

Four main conditions have made these theoretical and methodological improve-
ments possible:

• The connection still alive with the three main frameworks grounding the French
didactics (the dialectic scheme/situation from the TCF, the institutional constraints of
teacher work from the ATD, and the analysis of task design for TDS);

• The application of DAD in various institutional contexts, from primary schools [76] to
higher education [69];

• The application of DAD in various cultural contexts beyond the French one, for
example, in China [77], making it possible to deepen the conditions of teachers’
collective work;

• The interaction with other traditions of research, for example, with Ruthven [78] for
deepening the notion of resource system, with the field of research on textbooks [79],
for better understanding the critical role of “traditional” resources, or, more generally,
with the field of research on curricular resources [80], for taking into account the
institutional conditions of teacher documentation work.

These developments appear clearly from the first edited book presenting DAD [81],
mostly based on French contributions to the second one [82] bringing together other
international traditions of research focusing on teacher–resource interactions. One of the
characteristics of DAD has been the emergence of an international community of research,
thanks particularly to PhD studies in the French speaking area, in Latin America, in Europe,
and in Asia. The Re(s) source 2018 International Conference, held in Lyon in 2018 [83],
gathering participants from 33 countries, demonstrated such an emergence.

Of course, further developments are needed to address the complexity of teacher–
resource interactions, extending the DAD toward a broader “Resource” approach to mathe-
matics education [84]. The perspective of deepening the analysis of these interactions in
contrasting traditions of research, languages, and cultures seems to be promising [85].

6. Discussion

In this article, we approached the French tradition in didactics of mathematics, through
the lens of DTR.

This tradition has been nurtured and has fed in return the conceptualizations at
work in the international community of mathematics education, as evidenced in two
key conferences organized by the International Commission on Mathematics Instruction
dedicated to technologies. The first one was held in Strasbourg 1985, aiming to study The
influence of computers and informatics on mathematics and its teaching [86], and the second
one in Hanoi 2006, aiming to study Mathematics education and technologies—Rethinking the
terrain [46]. The evolution of their titles is emblematic of the dynamics of the field that we
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described in this paper. The same evolution appears in the titles of the journals of the field,
e.g., International Journal of Computers for Mathematical Learning, becoming in 2011 Technology,
Knowledge, and Learning: Learning Mathematics, Science, and the Arts in the Context of Digital
Technologies, and the creation in 2015 of Digital Experiences in Mathematics Education. This
trend has also witnessed an evolution of DTR with respect to mathematics education, from
DTR occupying, 35 years ago, a distinctive part of the mathematics education territory
to penetrating today this whole territory via multiple channels. Moreover, the pandemic
period in which we are writing this article makes it even more obvious that, in mathematical
education, rare are the didactical issues without a technological component.

Using the lens of DTR, we organized our analysis around three families of artefacts:
dynamic geometry environments, calculators and computer algebra systems, and digital
resources. We could have selected other entries. For instance, in the chapter on the French
didactic tradition already mentioned [2], two mathematical domains were selected: (1)
geometry through the particular case of didactic research on line symmetry and reflection
and (2) algebra. The case study on algebra makes clear the importance of DTR in this area,
with, for instance, the following projects:

• The Aplusix project initiated by Jean-François Nicaud [87], a computer scientist of the
EIAH community, and continuously developed over three decades, already mentioned
in the introduction;

• The Pépite project that emerged from the Grugeon doctoral thesis [88] and the multidi-
mensional diagnostic tool of students’ competences in elementary algebra developed
in it, transformed into a digital diagnostic tool, Pépite [89], thanks to the collaboration
between didacticians and computer scientists, continuously refined until today.

DTR on algebra teaching and learning offers complementary perspectives on the
French didactic tradition, but the picture is globally coherent with the field we described. It
shows a dynamic development of research with long-term projects and goals. It makes clear
the role played by the three main theories of this tradition, as well as how DTR in this area
contributes to their evolution. It also shows the importance of the long-term collaboration
with the EIAH community in the development and progressive sophistication of digital
artefacts incorporating results from didactic research, regarding first students and then also
teachers. This is fully consistent with the evolution of the Cabri environment for instance.

Our choices were linked to our experiences in the French field of DTR and the role
we played in some theoretical developments, especially the instrumental and the docu-
mentational approach to didactics. The resulting image is, thus, necessarily partial. We left
aside important theorizations, the presentation of which would have required much longer
developments. Let us quote, in particular, three examples:

• The cKc (conception, knowing, concept) framework, created by Balacheff [90], drawing
out Vergnaud’s frame of conceptualization, for an efficient design of teaching situations
and learning environments, be they digital or not, with the additional ambition to
build a bridge between research in mathematics education and research in educational
technology;

• The modeling of the learner and their relationship with knowledge, developed in the
frame of the ATD, throughout the notion of personal praxeology [91], evidencing the
emergence of the cognitive subject inside the ATD;

• The “media–milieu dialectic” (dialectique media–milieu, in French), developed by
Chevallard [92], for questioning the interactions, in the frame of a given institution,
between existing media and the milieu (§ 2), a medium being a system constituted for
representing a part of the world to a given audience, including, but not restricted to,
the digital environments.

Lastly, our visit to the French didactics tradition is made not only through techno-
logical lenses, but also through personal lenses. Each visit to a given territory should be
considered as an introduction to this territory, to be completed afterward, and we hope
that the references supporting this paper will allow the reader to organize their own tour.
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